PORTRAITS OF BRITAIN

Enjoy the winning images from the ESRC photographic competition

PUBLIC FAVOURITE
WINNER
YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHER
Alex Pollard
When time slows down

PUBLIC SERVICES
WINNER
Asya Gefter
Making a bolt for it
THE COMPETITION
What does social science mean to you and how would you portray the social sciences in one image? This was the challenge of Portraits of Britain – an ESRC photographic competition to celebrate the tenth ESRC Festival of Social Science. The Portraits of Britain awards event and exhibition showcased the winning and commended entries. The winners and commended and shortlisted entries will also be featured on the ESRC website www.esrc.ac.uk

ENVIRONMENT WINNER
Joshua Lynch
In the balance

YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHER WINNER
Eleanor Bennett
joy at a rest

YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHER
3RD PRIZE
Ruby Jones
Society’s a blur

YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHER
2ND PRIZE
Hollie Scarsbrook
I shouldn’t have bought these chips!

Please turn to pages 94–95 for more winning photographs.
PORTRAITS OF BRITAIN

CULTURE, MEDIA AND SPORT WINNER
Hannah Dyson
In training

INTERNATIONAL WINNER
Erika Szostak
Street woman, South Beach

SOCIETY WINNER
Bob Aylott
Day trippers
THE COMPETITION
What does social science mean to you and how would you portray the social sciences in one image? This was the challenge of Portraits of Britain – an ESRC photographic competition to celebrate the tenth ESRC Festival of Social Science. The Portraits of Britain awards event and exhibition showcased the winning and commended entries. The winners and commended and shortlisted entries will also be featured on the ESRC website www.esrc.ac.uk

ECONOMY AND BUSINESS WINNER
Slawek Kozdras
Oxford Street crowd

POLITICS WINNER
Elizabeth Fraser
Student cuts protest

continued from pages 54 and 55